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ABSTRACT

The mechanical properties of multilayer films consisting of alternating layers of

magnesium and niobium are investigated through micropillar compression

experiments across a broad range of temperatures. The data collected from the

variable temperature micropillar compression tests and strain rate jump tests

are used to gain insight into the operative deformation mechanisms within the

material. At higher temperatures, diffusion-based deformation mechanisms are

shown to determine the plastic behavior of the multilayers. Diffusion occurs

more readily along the magnesium–niobium interface than within the bulk,

acting as pathway for magnesium diffusion. When individual layer thicknesses

are sufficiently small, diffusion can remain the dominant deformation mecha-

nism down to room temperature. Multilayer strengthening models historically

rely solely on dislocation-based arguments; therefore, consideration of diffu-

sion-based deformation in nanolaminates with low melting temperature com-

ponents offers improved understanding of multilayer behavior.

Introduction

Periodic bilayers are a specific class of multilayer

films in which two materials are alternately depos-

ited onto a substrate, keeping the individual layer

thickness of each material constant. Periodic bilayer

thin films are generally useful as test structures for

investigating the role of interfaces and size effects in

addition to their use as optical elements (Bragg

reflectors [1], Göbel X-ray mirrors [2], and waveg-

uides [3]) and in semiconductor devices (lasers [4]

and LEDs [5]). They are frequently used to
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investigate the mechanical strengthening observed at

nanoscale periodicities, where a total film thickness

on the micron scale enables nanoindentation,

micropillar compression, microtensile testing, or a

number of other mechanical tests to be performed.

Loads applied perpendicular to the bilayer stack then

effectively test a series of bilayers, allowing the

mechanical properties of a single bilayer to be

extracted through comparison with strengthening

models.

Factors determining the strength of multilayers

include the inherent strength of the constituent

materials, differences between the elastic moduli of

the materials used, the thickness of each layer, and

the type of interface (coherent, incoherent, etc.). In

metallic multilayers, the various strengthening

mechanisms function by inhibiting dislocation

movement [6]. At thickness on the order of a few

hundred nanometers to microns, dislocation pile-up

provides strength in a fashion similar to the classical

Hall–Petch relationship. Further reduction in layer

thickness to tens of nanometers provides sufficient

confinement to permit only a single dislocation to fit

within each layer, bowing between the upper and

lower interfaces. Misfit dislocations can reside at the

interfaces to relieve some of the local stress [7]. Dis-

location bowing is often described as being analo-

gous to the Orowan mechanism in particle-reinforced

composites. Once layer thicknesses reach the single-

digit nanometer or thinner range, the resistance of the

interface to dislocation movement and the nature of

the interface become dominant. Depending on the

constituent metals, this can result in either a

strengthening or softening effect [8]. One notable ex-

ception to this general rule is the case in which there

is a large elastic mismatch between the two materials.

This is possible not only in metal–metal multilayers,

but also metal–ceramic multilayers as well [9, 10]. In

this case, it is not dislocations which are responsible

for hardening, but rather the buildup of a complex

stress state within the material with a lower modulus

of elasticity. The stiffer material experiences a lateral

tensile stress during micropillar compression while

the more compliant material is subject to the resultant

compressive stress [11]. These stresses are largest in

the center of the pillar and decay near the pillar

edges, where the interface no longer provides as

much lateral constraint. These ‘‘soft–hard’’ material

combinations are especially interesting as they pro-

vide much higher strengths than would ordinarily be

achievable with such high proportions of the softer

material.

In addition to materials strengthening, interfacial

energy reduction can even stabilize otherwise

unstable phases in one of the constituent materials.

This polymorphic transformation is referred to as

pseudomorphism and can be considered an interface-

stabilized allotrope. Stable pseudomorphs are formed

when the sum of the strain energy due to coherency

stress, the applied stress, and the energy penalty of

forming dislocation arrays is minimized. Examples of

metal multilayer systems which exhibit polymorphic

transformation in multilayers include Mg–Nb [12],

Zr–Nb [13, 14] and Ti–Al [15, 16]. Since the driving

force for phase transformation is a reduction in

interfacial energy, either of the two metals can be

made to adapt to the phase of the other by selecting

appropriate layer thicknesses. Biphase transition

diagrams show which phases will be present as a

function of bilayer thickness and the volume fraction

of one component [17]. Calculated biphase transition

diagrams generated using a thermodynamic model

for energy show good agreement with experimental

work and are available for a number of materials

systems [18]. The stabilization of pseudomorphs

generally requires a volumetric ratio other than 1:1

[18]; therefore, future studies will benefit from

investigating the effects of both layer thickness and

volumetric ratio.

All combinations of body-centered cubic (BCC),

face-centered cubic (FCC), and hexagonal close-

packed (HCP) transitions have been observed, but

the HCP to cubic transitions are especially of interest.

Polycrystalline HCP metals tend to be brittle due to

the limited number of slip systems available, whereas

cubic metals can undergo significant plastic defor-

mation before failure. By inducing a pseudomorphic

transformation within a normally HCP metal it

should be possible to capitalize on the metal’s desir-

able properties while foregoing the usual drawback

of limited plasticity. Niobium is an ideal partner for

this stabilization due to its mutual insolubility with

magnesium and its BCC crystal structure, though an

alternative material would be needed for applications

seeking to capitalize on magnesium’s low density for

lightweight applications since niobium is nearly five

times denser than magnesium. This work seeks to

investigate the operative deformation mechanisms

present in the BCC magnesium phase to determine

the potential impact this phase stabilization has on
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the strength and ductility of a multilayer composite.

Samples were prepared with a nominal layer thick-

ness of 5 nm to induce pseudomorphic stabilization

of the BCC magnesium phase. Additional samples

with a layer thickness of 50 nm and containing only

HCP magnesium were used for comparison.

Experimental

Sample preparation

Magnesium–niobium multilayer thin films were

deposited in a sputtering chamber built by H.V.A.

(High Vacuum Apparatus Mfg. Inc., Hayward, Cali-

fornia, USA). Substrates were mounted to a vertical-

axis rotating spindle which can be rotated to face one

of four target cusps. Large (6-inch diameter) targets

were positioned at a four-inch working distance from

the substrates in a lateral sputtering configuration

(neither sputter-up nor sputter-down). The small

working distance and large target size enable homo-

geneous film thicknesses to be deposited without

rotating the substrates during depositions. Square

silicon chips with roughly 1 cm side length were

cleaved from a 4-inch (100) wafer to be used as sub-

strates. These substrates were rinsed with acetone

and deionized water before being blow-dried with

compressed air to remove particles generated in the

cleaving process. A total film thickness of 5 lm was

targeted, with nominal layer thicknesses of 5 nm for

one film and 50 nm for the other. The sputtering

conditions are given in Table 1.

After film deposition, the samples were mounted

on aluminum stubs using a high-temperature silver

adhesive (Aremco Pyro-Duct 597TM-A). The samples

were cured at 100 �C for 2 h to ensure good bonding

without encouraging grain growth within the film. A

focused ion beam (FIB) workstation (Tescan Vela)

was used for milling the micropillars using a three-

step process. First, stepped circles with an outer

radius of 20 lm and inner radius of 5 lmwere milled

using an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a current

of 6 nA, stopping when the crater floor first reached

the interface between the film and the substrate.

Second, an annulus was milled at 30 kV and 1.6 nA to

reduce the pillar diameter and sidewall taper. Finally,

a polishing circle was used under the same milling

conditions as in the previous step to achieve the final

pillar diameter. The diameter was selected to be 40%

of the film thickness, resulting in pillars with a

nominal aspect ratio of 2.5. A total of 56 micropillars

were milled in each of the two samples. The same FIB

workstation was used to produce the cross-sectional

lamella for transmission electron microscopy (JEOL

JEM-2200FS) by the lift-out process.

Microstructure analysis

The film thicknesses were determined using three

independent methods: step height measurement

using a stylus profilometer (Altisurf 500), examina-

tion of FIB-prepared (Tescan Vela) film cross sections

by both scanning (Hitachi S-4800) and transmission

electron microscopy (Jeol 2200 FS), and X-ray reflec-

tometry (XRR) (Bruker D8 Discover). The sputter

rates were initially determined after depositing sep-

arate elemental magnesium and niobium films, each

with a thickness of roughly 100 nm. A thin strip of

tape was placed across each substrate prior to

deposition and peeled away after deposition. The

step height was then measured using a stylus pro-

filometer. The films are referred to by their nominal

individual layer thicknesses of 5 and 50 nm for the

remainder of this paper, though the layer and film

thicknesses determined by XRR and as reported in

the results section are considered to be the more

accurate values.

A Bruker Discover D8 with Cu Ka radiation was

used for both the XRR and XRD measurements. For

the XRD scans an offset Bragg–Brentano arrangement

was used to measure a 2h range from 20� to 100� with

a step size of 0.05�. A 2� offset was utilized for the x-
2h scans to suppress diffraction peaks from the sin-

gle-crystalline silicon substrate. For the XRR mea-

surements, data were collected from 2h values of 0.25

to 4.25� with a step size of 0.025� for the 5-nm films

and 0.0076� for the 50-nm films. Thicker layers

require improved resolution to adequately capture

the narrower oscillations. The collection time was

increased at higher angles to partially compensate for

the decreased signal intensity.

Mechanical characterization

All micropillar compression experiments were per-

formed using an in situ indenter (Alemnis AG,

Switzerland), as previously described in detail [19].

This experimental platform allows for displacement-

controlled tests to be performed across a wide range
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of temperatures and strain rates operating in situ

within a Zeiss DSM 962 Scanning Electron Micro-

scope (SEM). Strain rate sensitivity (m) and activation

volume (V) were determined using strain rate jump

(SRJ) tests as originally performed on metallic (Cu-

Ni) multilayers by Carpenter et al. [20] and since

used regularly [21, 22]. These SRJ tests are generally

more reliable than comparing constant strain rate

tests on separate micropillars due to stochastic vari-

ation in small-scale test specimens. Room tempera-

ture micropillar compression SRJ tests began at

baseline strain rate of 9 9 10-4 s-1. Shortly after the

onset of plastic deformation, the strain rate was

dropped abruptly to 5 9 10-5 s-1. Subsequent jumps

to strain rates of 2 9 10-4 s-1, 5 9 10-5 s-1, and

9 9 10-4 s-1 were performed once the deformation

had stabilized. Four SRJs were performed on each

micropillar, enabling three strain rate sensitivity

values to be calculated.

Elevated temperature tests were performed at five

different temperatures: 20, 72.5, 150, 200, and 250 �C.
For magnesium, with a melting temperature of

650 �C, these temperatures correspond to homolo-

gous temperatures of 0.32, 0.38, 0.46, 0.51, and 0.57.

Five micropillars were compressed at each tempera-

ture to ensure sufficient statistical data could be col-

lected. Prior to heating, the first five pillars were

compressed at 20 �C to establish if any microstruc-

tural changes occur within the samples during the

elevated temperature tests. Both the sample and

indenter were then heated to the maximum temper-

ature of 250 �C and allowed to reach thermal equi-

librium over the course of approximately 1 h before

compressing the next set of five micropillars. The

temperature was then stepped down incrementally

following the same procedure, concluding with an

additional five micropillars compressed at 20 �C.
Performing the highest temperature tests first helps

to minimize the potential microstructural changes

which may occur between tests. No visible signs of

sample oxidation were observed during the elevated

temperature testing.

Cryogenic micropillar compression tests were also

performed at - 70 �C and - 30 �C. The same in situ

indenter used for the elevated temperature tests was

modified to permit cryogenic tests to be performed as

well [23]. Both the sample and the flat-punch inden-

ter are cooled by pumping vapor from a 25-l cryo-

genic storage dewar filled with liquid nitrogen.

Resistive heaters and thermocouples for temperature

feedback are then used to ensure that the sample and

indenter tip are in thermal equilibrium before the

compression experiments are performed. A separate

sample (deposited during the same sputtering run)

was attached to an aluminum stub using Stycast

2850FT adhesive. The entire sample was then sput-

tered with a thin (\ 5 nm) layer of gold to ensure that

sufficient SEM image quality could be obtained to

reliably align the sample.

All micropillars were imaged using a Hitachi

S-4800 SEM both prior to compression (to determine

the exact pillar dimensions) and after compression (to

observe the deformation mode). As there is a slight

pillar taper of 3� on average from annular milling, the

stress was calculated using the upper diameter of

each micropillar. Typical micropillars in their unde-

formed state are shown in Fig. 1. Strain was deter-

mined using the total displacement relative to the

film thickness. The yield stress was taken at 1% strain

rather than the conventional 0.2% in order to capture

yielding at the top of the pillar and not at the collapse

of the bottom layer.

Table 1 Sputter deposition

conditions Film 1 Film 2

Targeted individual layer thickness 5 nm 50 nm

Base pressure 5 9 10-7 Torr 5 9 10-7 Torr

Deposition pressure 6 m Torr 6 m Torr

Nb deposition power 300 W 300 W

Mg deposition power 300 W 300 W

Nb cycle duration 9.30 s 93.0 s

Mg cycle duration 2.03 s 20.3 s

# Of bilayer cycles 500 50

Nominal film thickness 5 lm 5 lm
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Results

X-ray diffraction

The XRD patterns for the magnesium–niobium mul-

tilayers, shown in Fig. 2, exhibit a number of inter-

esting features. For both samples the Nb {110}, Nb

{220}, and basal Mg peaks ({0002} for the 50-nm films

and {002} for the 5-nm films) are much more pro-

nounced than any other peaks. This indicates a strong

{110} texture in the Nb layers, as is often observed for

a BCC material prepared via physical vapor deposi-

tion (PVD). The 50-nm Mg layers exhibit a {0002}

texture, with the c-axis perpendicular to and the

close-packed planes parallel to the substrate. The 5-

nm Mg layers exhibit a {002} texture since the mag-

nesium adopts a BCC crystal structure. Identification

of which magnesium pseudomorph is present in the

sample is difficult using only the Bragg–Brentano

XRD scans since higher-order superlattice peaks are

visible between 33� and 42�. These peaks are a pro-

duct of X-rays diffracted from the superlattice, where

the layer thickness effectively acts as a large unit cell

[24]. Superlattice peaks are commonly observed in

periodic bilayer structures with individual layer

thicknesses between 1 and 15 nm [25]. Thicker layers

will result in only classical XRD peaks while thinner

layers tend to produce individual, broad peaks. At

subnanometer layer thicknesses adjacent peaks can

meld together to form a single, broad peak. The

spacing, position, and intensity of these superlattice

peaks can be used to precisely determine the layer

thickness and interface roughness in layered super-

lattice structures [26]. A complex fitting operation, as

described in Schuller’s New Class of Layered Materials

[24], can be conducted to obtain precise information

regarding the structure of the multilayer film. For

cases where only a simple estimate of the individual

layer thickness is required, this can be obtained using

Eq. 1:

sin h� ¼ sin hB � nk

2K
ð1Þ

where h± is the position of the satellite peak, hB is the

position of the main Bragg diffraction peak, n is the

order of the satellite peak, k is the X-ray wavelength,

and K is the bilayer thickness. Equation (1) was

originally developed to utilize only the position of the

first satellite peak [27], though it was later extended

to include additional satellite peaks [28]. It is not

uncommon for there to be some minor discrepancy

between the values calculated from the satellite

peaks, though in general, the difference is quite

small. After algebraic rearrangement of this equation,

the bilayer thickness for the nominally 5-nm-thick

layer film was calculated as 8.8 nm. This value is an

Figure 1 Undeformed

micropillars for a 5-nm layer

thicknesses and b 50-nm layer

thicknesses.

Figure 2 Bragg–Brentano XRD patterns for both 5- and 50-nm

layer thicknesses in Mg–Nb multilayers. Superlattice peaks are

apparent between 33� and 42� for the films with a layer thickness

of 5 nm, indicating an epitaxial relationship between Mg and Nb

for thin layer thicknesses.
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average from the seven satellite peaks, which varied

from 8.3 to 9.4 nm.

X-ray reflectometry

The XRR curves for both samples are shown in Fig. 3.

The thickness of the layers can be determined simply

using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of each curve,

or more precisely by fitting a model to the data. Using

the FFT approach, frequencies of 49.9 and 94.3 nm

were determined for the nominally 50-nm-thick lay-

ers while frequencies of 6.1, 14.7, 20.5, and 28.7 nm

were strongly detected for the nominally 5-nm-thick

layers. Since the FFT can contain secondary reflec-

tions, it is necessary to use the simulation approach to

precisely determine the layer thickness. The results of

the XRR simulations are shown alongside the mea-

sured data in Fig. 3.

Bruker Leptos software was used to construct a

simple 2D model for the simulation, consisting of

alternating magnesium and niobium layers atop a

silicon substrate. The layer thickness and interface

roughness were the only adjustable parameters and a

genetic algorithm was used to perform the necessary

fitting. The film with nominally 5-nm-thick layers

was shown to consist of 7.9-nm-thick magnesium

layers and 6.6-nm-thick niobium layers with an

interface roughness of roughly 0.3 nm. The film with

nominally 50-nm-thick layers was shown to consist of

51.4-nm-thick magnesium layers and 50.2-nm-thick

niobium layers with an interface roughness of

2.0 nm. These values are an average over the sample

and are expected to vary somewhat locally. The layer

thicknesses determined by XRR are representative of

the entire sample while the TEM analysis gives an

indication of the thickness variability across the

sample. In both films, the critical angle for total

external reflection was somewhat lower than that

calculated by simulation. This is likely due to the

formation of a partial MgO layer atop the film. Fitting

was also performed using a model which included a

thin MgO layer, but in general, the fit was inferior to

the simpler model. Realistically, the interface rough-

ness would increase with distance from the silicon

substrate, but for the sake of simplicity was consid-

ered to be constant among all of the layers.

Cross-sectional TEM

A horizontal cross-sectional TEM shows a clearly

defined multilayer structure in Fig. 4a. Based on this

micrograph, the average magnesium layer thickness

is 7.4 nm while the average niobium layer thickness

is 7.2 nm. The average bilayer thickness of 14.6 nm is

in good agreement with the 14.5 nm bilayer thickness

determined by XRR. The appearance of waviness is a

product of the curtaining effect produced when mil-

ling the TEM lamella with the FIB [10]. Surface

micrographs for the 5-nm layer thickness films show

a characteristic brain-like wrinkle pattern in Fig. 5.

The presence of these wrinkles makes it challenging

to avoid the curtaining effect and indicate that some

columnar porosity may be present within the sample.

This microstructure was not observed in any of the

cross-sectional views of the film, so it is considered to

be a growth phenomenon present only at the film

surface.

The epitaxial relationship between the magnesium

and the niobium layers can be observed in Fig. 4b.

The magnesium layers (light) exhibit a BCC crystal

structure to realize a classic cube-on-cube epitaxy, as

seen in the inset fast Fourier transform (FFT) images.

Mechanical testing–micropillar compression

Strain rate jump

Typical stress–strain curves for the SRJ tests are

shown in Fig. 6. The strain reached before the ulti-

mate yield strength is reached tends to be short,

necessitating that all SRJs be performed before 10–

Figure 3 X-ray reflectometry (XRR) curves, both as measured

and as simulated for Mg–Nb multilayers with nominal 5- and

50-nm layer thicknesses.
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15% engineering strain was reached. There is a small

tail at the beginning of the loading curve which cor-

responds to the upper surface of the pillar conform-

ing to the diamond flat punch as the indenter comes

into contact with the micropillar. No erosion of the

indenter or chemical reaction between the sample

and diamond indenter was observed. Typical stress–

strain behavior was observed on a preliminary

micropillar compression test to establish the strain

necessary for plastic deformation to begin and

determine how long each strain rate should be

applied between the strain rate jumps. In general, the

transients were not as sharp as those observed in

other material systems [21, 29], so at most four SRJs

Figure 4 a HAADF-STEM

and b HRTEM image with

FFT inset of Mg–Nb

multilayer with 5-nm layer

thickness.

Figure 5 Characteristic

surface topology of a 5-nm

and b 50-nm layer thickness

Mg–Nb films.

Figure 6 Strain rate jump (SRJ) results for Mg–Nb multilayers with a 5-nm layer thickness and b 50-nm layer thickness.
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could be performed for a given micropillar. Strain

rate sensitivity is observed for both 5- and 50-nm-

thick layers, though it is more pronounced in the 5-

nm layers.

m ¼ o ln r

o ln _e

�
�
�
�
T

ð2Þ

Vactivation;apparent ¼
ffiffiffi

3
p

kT

mrf
ð3Þ

The strain rate sensitivity (SRS) exponent, m, is cal-

culated from a uniaxial strain rate jump test by using

Eq. (2) [30, 31]. The results of this evaluation

demonstrate that the thinner layers exhibit larger

sensitivity to strain rate. In addition to the SRS

exponent, another useful metric for evaluating the

operative deformation mechanism is the apparent

activation volume. The apparent activation volume is

inversely proportional to the strain rate sensitivity

exponent and is given by Eq. (3) [31, 32].

Activation volumes commonly interpreted as

belonging to grain boundary diffusion are typically

less than 10 times the cube of the Burger’s vector.

Taking a Burger’s vector value of 0.3192 nm for the

50-nm magnesium layers, the room temperature

activation volume is 5.58 times the cube of the Bur-

ger’s vector. For the 5-nm magnesium layers a lattice

constant of 0.3574 nm was used as calculated by

density functional theory (DFT) simulations [33, 34].

The activation volume at room temperature for the

5-nm layers is 2.78 times the cube of the Burger’s

vector.

Elevated temperature micropillar compression

Typical engineering stress–strain curves from the

elevated temperature tests are shown in Fig. 7. The

average 1% yield stress and standard deviation of the

data are provided in Table 2. For both samples, the

yield stress predictably decreases with increasing

temperature, though there are differences in the

general yield behavior. For the 5-nm layers, the

elastic region is initially linear after the pillar surface

has flattened, but then exhibits a gradual transition

from the elastic regime to the point of highest stress.

At higher temperatures, this effect is less pronounced

and a steady engineering stress is observed up to

engineering strains of 20%. The 50-nm-thick layers

exhibit a comparatively sharp transition from the

elastic to plastic regime, followed by a moderate

strain-hardening plateau before the ultimate com-

pressive stress is reached. At temperatures at and

above 150 �C, a characteristic kink is observed which

becomes more pronounced at higher temperatures.

Reviewing the in situ SEM videos, this kink is shown

to be associated with the collapse of the lowest

magnesium layer.

Postmortem micrographs for characteristic

micropillars compressed at elevated temperatures are

given in Figs. 8 and 9. The 5-nm layer thickness

samples deform in a similar fashion across the entire

temperature range: plastic deformation is largely

confined to the upper portion of the pillar, where

taper from the FIB-milling process results in a smaller

diameter and higher stress. At the two lower tem-

peratures a shear band has formed near the top of the

pillar which ultimately results in a large lateral force

on the rest of the pillar. This has led to the separation

of the pillar from its substrate pedestal, but occurs at

strains above 10 percent and has no impact on the

yield strength calculations. At higher temperatures

and large strains, beginning at 150 �C, signs of mag-

nesium extrusion and coalescence into beads on the

micropillar surface can be observed.

The 50-nm layer thickness micropillars demon-

strate a much more marked change in deformation

mechanism with temperature. At room temperature,

the tapered top portion of the pillar accounts for

nearly all of the plastic deformation, mushrooming

out as the magnesium layers deform and the niobium

layers fracture. At 72.5 �C, the mushrooming near the

top of the pillar is far less pronounced and the

magnesium layer nearest to the substrate has col-

lapsed. Small, curved tendrils of magnesium have

extruded from this lower magnesium layer. At tem-

peratures of 150� and above the mushrooming effect

near the top of the pillar has become much less pro-

nounced while all of the magnesium layers contribute

to the deformation of the pillar. This is evidenced by

the growth of magnesium protuberances and whis-

kers from the outer surface of the pillar. EDS was

used to confirm that these features consist exclusively

of magnesium. At 250 �C, many of these whiskers

clearly exhibit a hexagonal cross section and sharp

kinks indicative of an internal twin boundary or

stacking fault. As is observed in the 5-nm-thick layer

samples at 250 �C, the magnesium extrusions from

the micropillar have begun to coalesce when they

come into contact with magnesium extruded by

adjacent layers. In all cases, no growth of whiskers
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was observed during the roughly 1-h temperature

stabilization period, but rather occurred nearly

instantaneously upon the application of mechanical

load.

The differences on the deformation behaviors of

the two layer thicknesses are also reminiscent of the

differences between BCC and HCP Mg. Both the

layer thicknesses show instability (drop in stress) in

their stress–strain response at room temperature after

the peak stress levels are reached (Fig. 7). However,

the instability is less apparent with increasing tem-

peratures for the 5-nm-thick BCC Mg layers, where

the flow stresses are maintained over an extended

straining period. In contrast, the instability persists in

the 50-nm-thick HCP Mg layers even at the highest

temperatures of 250 �C. This is typical of HCP

nanomaterials when compressed along their c-axis, as

is done here [35]. In these cases, the deformation

response is typically inhomogeneous and localized in

multiple regions throughout the pillar.

Cryogenic temperature micropillar compression

All samples had to be sputtered with a thin (* 5 nm)

layer of gold in order to avoid charging and allow for

sufficient image quality to perform alignment of the

flat punch. The low-temperature adhesive has

exceptionally poor electrical conductivity and is quite

prone to charging effects in the SEM. The 5-nm films

exhibit increased yield strengths with decreasing

temperature as expected, allowing for successful SRJ

tests to be performed at - 70 �C as well. The cryo-

genic data are presented separately in Fig. 10 rather

than with the elevated temperature data in Fig. 7 to

maintain clarity and give a better impression of the

statistical variability within the cryogenic data.

The 50-nm films exhibited an unexpected, drastic

reduction in yield strength. Data obtained at - 30 �C
generally exhibited stochastic variation, with marked

differences in micropillar deformation behavior from

one pillar to the next. The best curves are shown in

Fig. 10b. At - 70 �C, the data were much more

Figure 7 Engineering stress–strain curves for Mg–Nb multilayers with a 5-nm layer thickness and b 50-nm layer thickness at elevated

temperatures.

Table 2 Yield stress and

standard deviation of

micropillars at various

temperatures

Experiment temperature 5-nm individual layer thickness 50-nm individual layer thickness

1% yield stress SD 1% yield stress SD

- 70 �C 1.712 0.106 0.699 0.053

- 30 �C 1.603 0.197 1.080 0.291

20 �C 1.424 0.086 1.744 0.184

72.5 �C 1.087 0.037 1.634 0.059

150 �C 0.726 0.033 0.921 0.081

200 �C 0.679 0.026 0.739 0.082

250 �C 0.597 0.015 0.589 0.057
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repeatable and exhibited less statistical variation.

Brittle materials tend to exhibit higher variability in

the failure stress, indicating that the material has

undergone a ductile-to-brittle transition at cryogenic

temperatures. The yield stress of only around 0.7 GPa

is much lower than expected. For the sake of com-

parison, the literature values for nanocrystalline

magnesium give the hardness as 0.5 GPa (44 nm

grain size) and the yield strength as 0.16 GPa (42 nm

grain size) [36]. The hardness of nanocrystalline nio-

bium has been reported at 2.53 GPa within the range

of grain sizes from 25 nm to 220 nm [37].

In order to ensure that there were no sample or

pillar surface alignment issues, a pillar was com-

pressed at room temperature without changing the

experimental setup. The yield strength was 1.6 GPa,

only slightly below that obtained during the previous

experiments. Sample misalignment can therefore be

ruled out as a cause for the low yield stress. Since the

stresses from thermal expansion coefficient mismatch

are quite mild (tens of MPa at most), there must be

some other stress concentration within the pillar

leading to fracture of the magnesium layers. Minor

voids or even variability within the grain boundaries

is sufficient to act as a failure initiation point. The

postcompression SEM micrographs in Fig. 9 indicate

that the magnesium layers account for all of the

plastic deformation. As was observed in the elevated

temperature experiments, the magnesium has been

extruded out of the pillars. Here, however, there is no

evidence for diffusion (no rounding, coalescence of

adjacent layers, no formation of hexagonal struc-

tures), but rather through slip parallel to the

substrate.

Activation energy analysis

The apparent activation energy for the dominant

deformation mechanisms was also calculated using

the slope of the yield stress on an Arrhenius-style plot

Figure 8 Micropillars with 5-nm layer thickness compressed at various temperatures.
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and the strain sensitivity exponent, as given by

Eq. (4). Due to lack of quantitative experimental data

in the literature on variation of m as a function of

temperature for this material system, results from the

room temperature SRJ tests performed here are used

to obtain an initial estimate of the apparent activation

energy values.

Q ¼ 1

m
R

o ln r
o 1=Tð Þ

� �

ð4Þ

Figure 9 Micropillars with 50-nm layer thickness compressed at various temperatures.

Figure 10 The Mg–Nb multilayer micropillars with 5-nm

individual layer thickness a demonstrate increasing yield

strength with decreasing temperature down to - 70 �C while the

b 50-nm Mg–Nb multilayer micropillars lose strength with

decreasing temperature due to the onset of brittle fracture.
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Apparent activation energies for various deforma-

tion mechanisms in HCP magnesium include

135 kJ/mol for lattice diffusion, 92 kJ/mol for both

boundary and core diffusion, and 230 kJ/mol for

power-law creep [38]. No literature values for

apparent activation energies in BCC magnesium are

available; therefore, they are assumed to be similar to

the values for HCP magnesium. Data regarding the

diffusion coefficient of magnesium along a magne-

sium–niobium interface are also unavailable in the

literature. It stands to reason that the value would lie

somewhere between the grain boundary diffusion

coefficient and the diffusion coefficient for a free

surface. If this is the case, an activation volume of this

magnitude is not unreasonable for a diffusion-dom-

inated deformation mechanism. The flow stress was

taken as being equivalent to the 1% yield offset stress

determined from the elastic region of the loading

curve.

Discussion

Microstructure

The Mg–Nb materials system was selected due to the

mutual insolubility between the two materials,

enabling multilayers with atomically sharp interfaces

to be produced. The TEM micrographs in Fig. 4

indicate that this was achieved and that the targeted

BCC magnesium phase was also realized in the 5-nm

layer thickness films. There is some indication that

there may be minor porosity within the 5-nm layer

thickness films. Figure 2 shows the XRD results for

both samples. When plotted linearly the Nb {110} and

Nb {220} peaks are by far the most pronounced,

indicating a strong \110[ texture within the Nb

layers. The Mg peaks are less intense due to the lower

electron density in lighter elements. Phase identifi-

cation can be convoluted by the presence of super-

lattice peaks which overlap with many of the classical

XRD peaks. Significantly more superlattice peaks of

higher intensity are observed here than were repor-

ted in Ref. [39]. This is due to the subtle differences in

the precise individual layer thickness.

Density functional theory (DFT) simulations show

that BCC magnesium is metastable under thin film

conditions where magnesium grows epitaxially on

BCC niobium [39]. Further DFT calculations predict a

stability cutoff for BCC magnesium with a layer

thickness of 4.2 nm [33], a value which is exceeded by

the 7.9-nm Mg layer thickness here. The thickness of

the BCC Mg layers could also likely be increased

further through the use of higher volume fractions of

Nb. The XRR data demonstrate that the density of the

films is somewhat lower than bulk material. This is

seen by the lower angles at which total external

reflection ceases to operate and is more pronounced

for the 5-nm film than for the 50-nm film. Cross

sections of the film do not reveal any obvious

porosity or voids, so the films were considered to be

sufficiently dense to perform mechanical tests. The

possibility of film density impacting the mechanical

properties of the films should still be taken into

consideration.

Mechanical behavior

For the elevated temperature tests, there is a contin-

uous decrease in yield strength for both layer thick-

nesses. This result is consistent with the theory that

deformation consists of both thermal and athermal

components and that the yield strength of a material

decreases with increasing temperature. Previous

nanoindentation experiments have studied the ther-

mal stability of Mg–Nb multilayer films, by exposing

them to temperatures of up to 200 �C and then

cooling them down to room temperature before

conducting indentation measurements [40], but the

results shown in this work are the first to measure

their properties under elevated temperature

conditions.

Moreover, micropillar compression experiments

provide a clearer result due to the more uniaxial

stress state and the lack of large isostatic stresses from

lateral confinement in nanoindentation experiments.

The overall behavior of the stress–strain curves is

reminiscent of that of pure magnesium. HCP mag-

nesium possesses a low ductility and initially high

strain-hardening behavior due to the decomposition

of dislocations into lower-energy, immobile arrange-

ments [41]. At elevated temperatures, magnesium

exhibits limited strain-hardening capacity, resulting

in rapidly reached peak stress followed by significant

softening [42]. This behavior was also observed in

these experiments, and deformation is postulated to

be dominated by the behavior of the magnesium

layers. Niobium requires very high stresses to display

any diffusion, regardless of the temperature, and

does not contribute to the micropillar plasticity at
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elevated temperatures. This is also supported by the

postcompression SEM micrographs which show that

pillar failure is a result of plasticity within the mag-

nesium layers, except at lower temperatures where

co-deformation causes the niobium layers to crack.

While the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature for

pure niobium is well below the temperature range

tested here [43], the introduction of even very small

quantities of impurity atoms can result in the onset of

brittle behavior at temperatures around - 30 �C [44].

In the samples with 5-nm layer thickness (those

containing BCC magnesium), the pillars also exhibit a

clear transition in deformation mechanism from dif-

fusion- to dislocation-based deformation with

decreasing temperature. In the 5-nm layer thickness

films, these transitions occur around room tempera-

ture, rather than 75 �C as observed for the 50-nm

layer thickness films. The general mode of failure

begins with the formation of a shear band that forms

from the upper edge of the micropillar. At lower

temperatures, this shear band behaves like a wedge

and ultimately displaces the lower part of the pillar

from its substrate pedestal. At higher temperatures,

the micropillar is capable of accommodating larger

deformations without separating from the substrate

pedestal. Agglomerated magnesium protuberances

form on the pillar surface at higher temperatures. At

the highest temperatures, the silicon pedestal appears

to be compromised where the stress is the highest. A

long filament is often observed growing out from this

point. It seems like that this filament is also a mag-

nesium whisker, albeit much thinner than those

observed in the 50-nm layer thickness samples.

The 50-nm layers exhibit a stress concentration at

the top of the pillar due to taper which causes the

upper part of the pillar to deform first at lower

temperatures. As the temperature increases, the bot-

tom layers instead fail first, with more of a curling,

extruded appearance rather than the whiskers seen

from the upper layers. The stress concentration at the

base of the pillar is a result of the elastic modulus

mismatch between the substrate and film, otherwise

known as image stress. The reduced interface

roughness could also play a role as the smoother

silicon–magnesium interface provides less resistance

to lateral forces, whereas in the upper layers of the

film a compound waviness prevents any lateral

sliding.

Contrary to prior reports of room temperature

micropillar compression of similar films [40], the

‘‘smaller is stronger’’ mantra is not followed. There is

good agreement between the values for 50-nm layer

thicknesses, so presumably the 5-nm layer thickness

films presented here are not entirely dense. The TEM

cross sections do not exhibit porosity or voids within

the grains while the SEM micrographs indicate that

the reduced density can be accounted for by the grain

boundaries. It is also possible that the enhanced

strain rate sensitivity of the thinner layers coupled

with the relatively low strain rates results in some-

what lower yield stress. Direct comparison between

the two layer thicknesses is further complicated by

the different magnesium phases. As such the quan-

titative strength values for the 5-nm films presented

here should be treated with some skepticism, but the

apparent activation energy and activation volume are

expected to be representative of a fully dense film.

Micropillar compression is ideal for testing thin films

as these types of multilayered structures are not

easily realizable in bulk samples. First strain rate

jump, and then variable temperature micropillar

compressions tests are performed, permitting the

activation energy to be calculated by using the strain

rate sensitivity information gained from the strain

rate jump tests. This approach of coupling SRJ tests

with variable temperature testing to gain insight into

the operative deformation mechanisms has been

previously used in nanocrystalline nickel [21].

The Arrhenius plot of the 1% yield stress values is

used together with the strain rate sensitivity expo-

nent calculated from the strain rate jump tests in

order to calculate the activation energy of deforma-

tion, as shown in Fig. 11. The 5-nm film data points

are collinear in the Arrhenius plot, indicating that

there is no change in the operational deformation

mechanism. The apparent activation energy of

134 kJ/mol is well above those reported for disloca-

tion-based deformation mechanisms and agrees well

with the values reported for diffusion. Diffusion can

occur readily as each interface between magnesium

and niobium within the multilayer film serves as a

potential diffusion pathway. Experimental tensile test

results for bulk magnesium and magnesium alloys

performed between 423 and 773 K [42] report the

activation energy for pure magnesium to range from

20 to 270 kJ/mol, increasing with increasing tem-

perature. The magnesium alloy, however, remains

confined between 92 kJ/mol for pipe diffusion [38]

and 135 kJ/mol for lattice self-diffusion [45]. Similar

apparent activation energies between 100 and
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110 kJ/mol were measured in AZ31 magnesium

alloy and were attributed to either dislocation creep

climb associated with pipe diffusion or simple lattice

diffusion [46]. The 50-nm layer thickness films,

however, exhibit a change in the activation energy at

72.5 �C. At lower temperatures, the activation energy

is around 38 kJ/mol. This value lies between those

reported for dislocation movement and diffusion,

indicating that both mechanisms contributing to the

overall plasticity. At higher temperatures, the yield

strength drops drastically with increasing tempera-

ture and the activation energy reaches 389 kJ/mol, a

value even beyond that reported for lattice diffusion.

Such high activation energies are indicative of

dynamic recrystallization [47].

Similar signs of plasticity facilitated by diffusion in

multilayer micropillars have been observed previ-

ously, albeit at a lower homologous temperature. The

surface extrusions were described as ‘‘tongues’’ of

aluminum extruded from 60-nm layer thickness Al-

SiC multilayers compressed at 100 �C (homologous

temperature of 0.4 for aluminum). [48] Interface

sliding was cited as the main deformation mecha-

nism. Interface sliding was modeled using FEM

while treating the Al–SiC interface as a cohesive

crack. A reduced friction coefficient was introduced

after the cohesive crack is broken. The interface

sliding model did not account for the asymmetry of

the extrusions and the possibility of interfacial dif-

fusion is briefly mentioned in the conclusions.

Nanoindentation performed on these same layers

[49] did not show the same degree of strain

hardening as the lateral flow of aluminum is pre-

vented through the surrounding material, indicating

that the free surface of a micropillar is necessary for

such strain hardening to occur. The bottom layer of

these micropillars was also observed to deform prior

to the rest of the layers and was commented upon,

but no explanation was proposed. An elastic mis-

match between the film and substrate is the likely

culprit here as well. A recent nanoindentation study

of Al-SiC multilayers demonstrates that multilayers

with thinner layers exhibit inferior yield stress com-

pared to thicker multilayers at elevated temperatures

[50]. Grain boundary and interface diffusion are

concluded to limit the strength of aluminum multi-

layers at elevated temperatures (up to 100 �C) in this

study.

The cryogenic tests for the 5-nm layer thickness

films follow the same trend as the elevated temper-

ature tests, with increasing strength at lower tem-

peratures. These observations are in agreement with

previous experiments in magnesium alloys. At room

temperature, AZ31B magnesium alloy exhibits some

ductility before fracture, whereas when cooled to

liquid nitrogen (77 K) and liquid helium (4.2 K),

fracture is entirely brittle. The strength is observed to

increase continuously with decreasing temperature

[51]. For bulk specimens, a brittle-to-ductile transition

temperature has been reported to be as high as 200 �C
when ductility is provided through dynamic recrys-

tallization [52]. No direct comparison with bulk cubic

magnesium is possible as it is only stable at extremely

high pressures. The 50-nm films, however, exhibit

somewhat surprising yielding behavior. The yield

strength is reduced drastically below that observed at

room temperature. The failure mechanism here is

clearly a different one than observed at room tem-

perature and elevated temperatures, with significant

glide occurring within the magnesium layers along

their basal plane. The magnesium layers have frac-

tured and been ejected out of the micropillar at

higher strains. While superficially similar to the

magnesium protuberances observed at elevated

temperatures, there are no signs of diffusion having

contributed to deformation. There is no edge round-

ing, formation of whiskers, or coalition of adjacent

layers. Instead, brittle fracture has occurred at inter-

nal stress concentrations and the magnesium layers

are ejected from the pillars through basal glide. At the

lowest temperatures measured here fracture of the

niobium layers is possible as well due to the ductile-
Figure 11 Arrhenius plot used for the calculation of activation

energy for deformation mechanisms.
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to-brittle transition in Niobium when impurities are

present.

The conventional hardening models used for

describing the strength of multilayers all rely on

dislocation-based mechanisms. Around room tem-

perature, the 50-nm multilayers still benefit from

these strengthening mechanisms, as described by the

confined layer slip model. The original model pro-

posed by Misra et al. [8] was then modified to include

two additional strength contributors: elastic interface

stress (f) and interactions between confined layer slip

dislocations and those already present near the

interfaces (C/k).
At 5-nm layer thickness, however, there is no

longer sufficient space for a dislocation to bow

between interfaces. Instead, the properties of the

interface dictate yield strength. Activation volume in

BCC materials tends to be small as yield stress is

strongly dependent upon temperature [53], and this

effect is even more pronounced in a material with a

low melting temperature like magnesium. The

introduction of a large number of internal interfaces

provides numerous pathways along which magne-

sium can readily diffuse. The use of a model based

solely on dislocation movement is not valid for

describing the type of behavior observed in Mg–Nb

multilayers across the temperature range investi-

gated here. Further studies are needed in both this

and other materials systems in order to develop a

model which can be used to predict material strength

where diffusion and brittle fracture can occur.

Conclusion

Pseudomorphic BCC magnesium has been stabilized

in Mg–Nb multilayers at thicknesses of 7.9 nm,

higher than the 4.2 nm predicted by DFT calcula-

tions. Thicker magnesium layers resulted in conven-

tional HCP magnesium. Micropillar compression

tests at both cryogenic and elevated temperatures

were used to calculate the activation energy and

activation volume governing the mechanical behav-

ior of the films. Mg–Nb multilayer films with indi-

vidual layer thicknesses of 5 and 50 nm demonstrate

two major deformation regimes: an elevated tem-

perature regime where deformation is controlled by

diffusional flow of magnesium and a lower temper-

ature regime where dislocation movement and co-

deformation of the layers dictates the material

behavior. At cryogenic temperatures, the 50-nm layer

thickness films fail via brittle fracture of the niobium

layers and within the magnesium layers through

glide along their basal plane. Around room temper-

ature, a combination of dislocation- and diffusion-

based mechanisms are active, where enhanced plas-

ticity prevents the type of brittle fracture and glide

observed at cryogenic temperatures. At elevated

temperatures deformation is dominated by diffusion,

where the growth of magnesium whiskers outside

the micropillar occurs during deformation. The

lower-than-expected strength of the 5-nm layer

thickness films is attributed to non-fully dense mag-

nesium layers and the relatively low strain rates

applied, though the deformation mechanisms are

postulated to remain unaffected relative to fully

dense films.
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